Institutional Change through Exposing Data: the James Cook University Research Portfolio

Introduction

Even within a single department, research-related data exists everywhere: different formats, inconsistent databases, disconnected environments.

In a typical setting, this data is unlikely to be directly accessible or visible to the person or group it pertains to, yet is utilised in some manner. This leads to a number of problems:

- **Access** - a difficult, disjointed experience for those who seek the information;
- **Quality** - information that is not maintained tends to be incomplete or of poor quality;
- **Consistency** - different uses of the data may lead to multiple, inconsistent versions.

Through exposing useful data from primary sources in a logical and consistent fashion, significant improvements across a research institution - both anticipated and unexpected - are possible.

Quality through visibility

The public nature of the Research Portfolio encourages high-quality and consistent record entry by researchers, and encourages data integrity by optimising underlying data structures. This is demonstrated by:

- **6700+ profile edits since launch** (see Figure 3)
- **61% of researchers have edited their profile**
- **84% of feedback has related to incorrect data**

From an individual perspective, it is clear that attention is being paid to the data used to build these profiles. Having access to easily edit profile data that immediately translates to a perceivable change invokes the need to correct, add, and extend this information. This ability coincides with the influence and inspiration from a researcher's peers to populate and improve their appearance to the world in line with their colleagues. Information and database fields that may have seen little use or maintenance previously now become extremely important as their validity actively affects researchers on professional and personal levels.

Change from data

A demonstrated need drives creation of new data stores. By considering the usefulness to an individual's professional career and activities, the Research Portfolio has been an example of such a force. In the six months since inception:

- **8 new databases created to support profiles**
- **5000+ new records self-entered by researchers**
- **Several existing University projects accelerated to completion in support**

Capturing previously recorded aspects of a researcher's profile, such as interests, experience, honours and awards, and external identifiers, improves the richness of a public page to readers, and the researcher's visibility in searches. These new and refined stores of data are owned beyond the Research Portfolio, opening opportunities for use in day-to-day reporting capacities, and allowing the University to draw upon the data in future works.

Future

Whilst change is a concept that can be interpreted in numerous ways, future procedural improvements via increased activity and interest are expected as a result of the Research Portfolio's underlying data. As applications and extensions are constructed utilising the newly-captured and recently-refined researcher metadata, areas for further improvements in data quality and institutional processes will be identified.

For example, the capture of publication-centric identifiers allow expansion of research publication and citation information from online sources. Similarly, association of social network identifiers against researchers is beginning to be used to improve marketing and engagement.

The presence of new types of information illustrates uses in the institution, which will highlight previously unseen requirements, and encourage development and innovation.

Conclusion

Since inception, the JCU Research Portfolio has caused individuals and groups to rethink how they appear to the world. This web-based view exposing source data has instigated significant change across the University.

A consistent layout and an automated approach to data construction and ingestion provides clear access to research metadata. This improves an individual's awareness and understanding of institutional data sources. Key processes and policies have been simplified and revised, reducing administrative overhead. Through researchers improving their public appearance, data integrity has improved, and instigated expansion of data held by the University.

Exposing useful research-centric data in a consistent, easy-to-understand format is beneficial to all stakeholders, and provides a firm basis for future improvements in data quality and reuse.
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